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Cast Wedging

Abstract
Tibial, forearm, and distal radius fractures are some of the
most common types of fractures in children. If secondary
loss of reduction results in angulation beyond the natural
remodeling potential of the child's bone, conservative
treatment options, including cast wedging, instead of
closed/open reduction, are possible. The plaster wedge is
an effective and child-friendly therapy for displaced bone
fragments in forearm and lower leg fractures in the first 10
days after the fracture event.
The wedge procedure enables a gentle, closed reduction,
which avoids the risk of sedation or surgical intervention
and at the same time minimizes treatment costs.
Complications are rare and can be easily corrected.
Keywords: Distal radius fractures; Sedation; Cast wedging;
Persistent pain

Introduction
Cast wedging is a simple and non-invasive treatment method
for secondary dislocated fractures of the long bones, which was
described by Krömer and Heuritsch. Tibial, forearm, and distal
radius fractures are some of the most common types of
fractures in children. If secondary loss of reduction results in
angulation beyond the natural remodeling potential of the
child's bone, conservative treatment options, including cast
wedging, instead of closed/open reduction, are possible. The
plaster wedge is an effective and child-friendly therapy for
displaced bone fragments in forearm and lower leg fractures in
the first 10 days after the fracture event. The wedging procedure
th
th
should be performed between the 6 and 10 day after the
injury by cutting open the cast with a saw and bending it so that
the fracture ends of the bone are better aligned again. A
placeholder, e.g. pieces of cork, is inserted into the gap to
stabilize the position of the fragments.

Up to the age of 12, most closed forearm and lower leg
fractures can be treated with a cast without surgery if there is no
rotational
deformity,
neurovascular
impairment,
or
compartment syndrome. The loss of acceptable angulation after
conservative treatment of forearm shaft fractures has been
described in up to 39% [1]. The growing skeleton differs from
the adult skeleton by a correction mechanism of the fractureinduced displacement [2]. Corrections of axial deviations in the
frontal and sagittal planes are made in the periosteal-endosteal
and epiphyseal regions of the bones. These corrections are
particularly effective in the proximal humerus and distal forearm
area. Ad latus shifts up to the width of the shaft are corrected by
periosteal reshaping up to the age of 10 to 12 years. However,
the proximal end of the radius is unable to adequately correct ad
latus dislocations. In addition, spontaneous correction of
rotational misalignment has only been demonstrated in
fractures of the humerus and femur in young children [2-7]. Cast
wedging is a simple and non-invasive treatment method for
secondary dislocated fractures of the long bones, which was
described by Krömer and Heuritsch as early as 1936 [1].
In principle, any axial deviation in the frontal and sagittal
plane of the forearm or lower leg can be reduced by cast
wedging so that the remaining angulation is within the limits of
the spontaneous correction [2,5,6,8-11]. The wedging procedure
th
th
should be performed between the 6 and 10 day after the
injury by cutting open the cast with a saw and bending it so that
the fracture ends of the bone are better aligned again. A
placeholder, e.g. pieces of cork, is inserted into the gap to
stabilize the position of the fragments. Performing the wedge
procedure 6 to 10 days after the injury will allow the swelling of
the tissue and thus the pain associated with correcting the bone
deformity to be minimized.
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Study results on cast wedging
Studies on cast wedging are sparse. A systematic literature
search identified three studies that met strict criteria [1]. A total
of 316 patients were included. The study design was prospective
in one of the studies [10]; the other two studies did not provide
any information about the study design. The average age of the
patients included was between 7.1 and 9.3 years. The
prospective study analyzed 48 forearm fractures of both bones
and 22 fractures of the distal radius, nine of which were
excluded due to a lack of radiological data [10]. Another study
included 197 forearm and 52 lower leg fractures [9] and the
third study only four forearm and two lower leg fractures. With
regard to the results, the 2 studies, which included a
considerable number of patients, were mainly discussed [9,10].
The prospective study used an angulation of >20° in each
plane as a cut-off for cast wedging of the fractures of the distal
radius, an angulation of >15° in each plane for fractures of the
middle third of the forearm and for fractures of the proximal
third of the forearm an angulation of >10° [10]. The other study
established an angulation of >5° for the tibia and an angulation
of >10° in the case of forearm fractures as an indication for the
wedging of the cast [9]. The time of the plaster wedging (an
average of ten days after the accident) and the duration of the
immobilization (an average of 7.4 weeks) were only given in the
latter study [9]. The patients were followed up for an average of
11.5 weeks and 18 weeks, respectively.
Wedge failure occurred in a total of 14 of 325 patients. Of
these, three patients required surgical intervention; in 11
patients the healed deformity was left in place. Two
unsatisfactory results after cast wedging of tibial fractures have
been reported. One patient required surgical fixation and one
patient showed residual varus alignment (of 6.6°). Eleven of 183
(6.01%) forearm fractures showed unsatisfactory results. Of
these, one patient required surgical fixation and the deformity
healed in ten patients. Further surgical fixation due to remaining
unacceptable angulation after wedging (without specifying the
fracture location) has been described. Eight patients also
required remanipulation and a cast change (two tibia and six
radius fractures).
The correction range after wedging the cast differed
depending on the age of the patient and the location of the
fracture. The improvement in coronary (i.e., anteroposterior
(AP)) alignment was 4.4° to 8.3° and 3.0° to 4.7° for forearm and
distal radius fractures and 4.1° for lower leg fractures,
respectively. The improvement in sagittal (i.e., lateral) alignment
was 6.3° to 12.1° and 13.9° to 15.7° for forearm and distal radius
fractures and 1.8° for lower leg fractures, respectively.
In the prospective study, pain was reported in three of 61
patients after wedging and two of these patients experienced
pain for up to two days after wedging the cast. This pain was
described as mild and responded to over-the-counter analgesics,
however this "mild" pain was not further described or
measured. One patient showed temporary numbness of the
fingers [10]. Overall, 4.4% of patients experienced wedge failure
(requiring re-wedging, re-manipulation, and or surgery, or
resulting in a healed deformity). The 95% CI for the total
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proportion was in the range from 2 to 6. There was no indication
of a publication bias in the context of this systematic literature
search [1].
In the literature, opening, closing and combined techniques of
cast wedging are described, whereby the opening wedge
technique, which is applied on the concave side of the fracture
displacement, is the most common method due to its simple
implementation. Accordingly, all of the above studies used an
opening technique [9,10]. With opening and closing techniques,
the pivot point is outside the extremity, while with the
combined technique it is at fracture level. The question of the
position of the wedge in relation to the break point continues to
be debated. While some authors argue that the wedge should
be placed directly at the fracture site, others prefer the wedge
placement proximal to the fracture site (especially in distal
fractures to ensure sufficient lever arm distal to the fracture)
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cast wedging of a distal forearm fracture. (A): The
wedge position is marked and the cast is cut approximately 2/3
of the circumference with an oscillating saw. (B): The cast can
now be opened with a clamp until the desired correction is
achieved. (C): The position is fixed using a placeholder (i.e., a
piece of cork) and cotton wool is inserted at the wedge site to
serve as a pillow. (D): The cast is stabilized with additional
circular layers of synthetic cast.
To define angular deviations that require wedging, another
paper combined literature data on forearm fracture patterns
with expert opinions and introduced limits of acceptable angular
deformities for different types of pediatric forearm fractures
[12,13]. However, this study did not evaluate sagittal and
coronary deformities separately. Von Laer defined the limit for
spontaneous correction as an axial deviation of 10° in children
aged 6 to 12 years for fractures of the proximal forearm shaft,
20° for greenwood fractures of the middle shaft, and complete
fractures in children aged 3 to 5 years and 10° in children aged 6
to 12 years. For distal forearm fractures, von Laer set a limit of
10° in the frontal and 30° in the sagittal plane [5].

Pain during cast wedging
Usually, the pain associated with bone manipulation subsides
within a few minutes. Although the current cast wedging
therapy is associated with the use of non-opioid analgesics,
minimal pain still occurs during the procedure, which is
interpreted as a sign of bone movement and thus the success of
the treatment. However, any pediatric treatment should be as
painless as possible [14]. The contradiction of these principles
has led to the controversial discussion of wedge therapy.
Since neither pain measurements during cast wedging
therapy nor data on the effectiveness of the accompanying
analgesic therapy are available in the literature, our working
group carried out a prospective study that measured pain values
(using the VAS scale according to Hicks) at several times during
This article is available from: https://anaesthesia-painmedicine.imedpub.com/
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forearm cast wedging (Figure 1) under inhalation of nitrous
oxide [15].
This international, bi-center, prospective observational study
included 68 children (39 boys, 29 girls) aged 3 to 12 years (mean
age 8 years, IQR age 4 years) with forearm fractures.
Patients between 3 to 12 years of age and in good physical
condition (Class I or II according to the American Society of
Anaesthesiologists Classification) were included.
The mean VAS value 5 minutes before wedging was 0 (IQR 0).
This rose to a VAS value of 13-5 minutes after the inhalation of
the nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture (IQR 2) was stopped. This
difference was significant (p=0.015).
The mean VAS value for the maximum pain that was
remembered 30 minutes after the end of the inhalation of the
nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture was 0 (IQR 1). One patient (1.5%
of the patients) complained a VAS value >4 (VAS 6) 3-5 minutes
after the end of inhalation of the nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture.
The pain decreased to below 4 after oral administration of
ibuprofen. Another 2 (2.9%) patients reported a VAS value of 6
for the maximum pain they could remember. However, these
patients did not have a VAS value >4, measured 3-5 minutes
after the wedging procedure (Figure 2).

tissue swelling decreases, especially if the immobilization
position has not been corrected or changed. Therefore, even a
small correction of the angulation during the first 2 weeks after
the injury can be the decisive factor for fracture healing with
acceptable alignment of the bone fragments.

Discussion and Conclusion
In summary, cast wedging is an effective and child-friendly
therapy for displaced bone fragments in forearm and lower leg
fractures in the first 10 days after the fracture event.
Despite the current trend towards surgical treatment of
forearm fractures in children in developed countries, cast
wedging is a reliable, non-invasive method in the pediatric
population that is successful approximately 96% of the time. The
wedge procedure enables a gentle, closed reduction, which
avoids the risk of sedation or surgical intervention and at the
same time minimizes treatment costs. Complications are rare
and can be easily corrected. The degree of correction after
wedging appears to be greatest in fractures of the distal radius
in the sagittal plane (approx. 15°) and lowest in fractures of the
lower leg in the sagittal plane (approx. 2°). Due to the limited
amount of data available, further studies evaluating cast
wedging are needed.
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